1999 toyota 4runner alternator
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on Mar 26, Helpful Automotive Resources. Bad Alternator vs. Bad Battery The battery, on the
other hand, supplies electrical energy to your car when the engine is off. Also, the battery
provides the current needed to energize the starter, which then cranks the engine to get it
running. Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:
crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. The alternator accomplishes these tasks through
electromagnetic inductionâ€”a phenomenon that generates electrical current from a magnetic
field. P Code: System Voltage Low All electrical components in your car need a power source in
order to work. When the engine is off, the battery is responsible for supplying the car with the
electrical current it needs to power certain functions. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your
headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Remember Me? Site
Navigation. Hey guys! New to the forum and have a maddening problem. My battery light started
coming on a few weeks ago. I thought the batt was ok so I pulled the alternator and took it in to
have it tested, at NAPA, to make sure it was ok. Tested fine, so figured it was the battery.
Replaced the batt and all was good for 2 weeks. Light came back on and so I pulled the
alternator again, took to different place Advanced Auto Parts , and it tested fine. There
happened to be a Toyota tech there buying some stuff, and he said he thought it was the ribbed
belt, or the cable from alt to the batt. I checked the belt, it wasn't shiny between the ribs, so I
retightened it slightly, and all was fine The battery light came back on Monday Labor Day , so I
parked it where I work and drove a company truck home, and decided to change the cable from
the alternator to the battery on Tuesday morning. Well, that cable must do something other than
run to the battery, because when I completely unhooked it, and ran the new one I had nothing.
So then I reattached the old cable ends, and added the new cable. So now I have two cables
from the alternator to the battery. I drove home and everything was great. Started to work this
morning, all was well, stopped for gas, and when I restarted the truck to finish my drive to work
So, we've got a repair place in town that about all they do is rebuild auto alternators and motors.
They say the brushes wearing out will cause that type of intermittent behavior, and that if it was
the voltage regulator, it would just quit. Has anyone else had a similar experience? Did you
resolve your issue? I'm just really gun shy about throwing more money at this problem. Thanks
in advance! Last edited by Ty4Runner; at AM. I am doing some research on a similar problem. I
note that this post is several years old. Did you have resolution? My sequence of failure:
Limited 4wd -charge light comes on. Batt is only a year old, and alt is factory original, so no
brainer Intermittent failures persist for 2 weeks. Finally get a 'failure' when I can pull over and
put multimeter on. Voltage across battery poles with engine running confirmed at just over 12v.
When light comes on Swapped batteries with a known good battery. Condition persists. Start
engine. Moved positive probe to output leg of alt. Opened fuse block under hood. Positive lead
on hot supply to fuse block. Moved negative probe to body ground, and same. Anybody have
some clues? The alternator is producing power, but is only intermittently getting that power to
the battery. Where should I start? Originally Posted by CommanderDave. Make sure to inspect
the plug in the rear of the alternator. My battery light came on a couple months ago, I inspected
the alternator and found the power wire completely corroded and one of the terminals on the
back of the alt corroded off and stuck in the plug. I have a parts truck and it was the same thing.
Same terminal corroded off, it was still in the plug so it was making contact intermittently which
made the light flicker. I replaced the alt and the connector and now no more problems. All,
Researching a new issue, and note that I have failed to update the resolution on my issue.
Intermittent issue came to a head when I jumped in one day, turned the key, and the vehicle had
no power. Using schematic and voltmeter, I traced the issue to be between the main fuse block
under hood , and the key switch A more competent electrical diagnosis person than me was
called onto the problem. They quickly found the ALT fuse to have been arcing on one of the
legs, and finally enough copper was melted away that it failed altogether fuse never blew, and
showed no signs of damage from the top. Now, for how this failure set up, we have to go back in
time a full year and a half before failure. I was jumping someone off, and in my haste and yes, I
find this a bit embarrassing to admit I crossed poles with the jumper cables, and blew the ALT
fuse. It was raining, and I am weak on electrical. When I couldn't get the fuse out, I had it towed
to a mechanic that I used for things I perceived to be a bit over my skill level. Turns out, the legs
of the ALT fuse bolt in, and you have to gain access to the bottom of the fuse block to make the

fuse change. Mechanic fixes problem, I pay him for his expertise, and life moves on. Now, back
to the failure. The fuse was forced in, and was not aligned properly. One of the legs was pushed
into the body of the fuse though it still didn't look bad from the top. The legs were not bolted
back in, but held in by friction. Sufficient contact was made initially, but as the legs worked
loose, they would arc. This is when my intermittent alternator problem showed up. After the
second alternator, I realized that was not my root cause failure, and finally, the fuse made not
contact, and the vehicle was dead. The repair involved shaving some melted plastic out of the
way, so that a new fuse could be installed. This has held nicely, and if it does become a
problem, the fuse block will most likely need replacing. I hope it holds, because that is one
MESS of wires! BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now is
PM. All company, product, or service names references in this web site are used for
identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective owners. Toyota 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List. Thread Tools. Rate Thread.
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Rules. Similar Threads. Battery or Alternator? User Name: Password: Remember Me? Not a
member yet? Register Now! Become a Sponsor. Remember Me? Site Navigation. I cannot get
the alternator fuse out, help! My dome fuse keeps blowing as soon as I change it, any ideas?
Attached Images. Its bolted in from underneath. The fuse box has to be disassembled. There are
several plastic clips around the edges that need to be released. Very time consuming. Be
extremely careful as the case can easily be broken. Originally Posted by OzzyNF. Game On! The
4runner still has no cab power ie: no power windows, stereo, dome light I am thinking I have a
ground somewhere. Usually when the alt fuse goes it takes a few others with it. Check all your
fuses. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now is PM. All
company, product, or service names references in this web site are used for identification
purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us
now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List. Thread Tools. Rate Thread. OzzyNF Member. Alternator
fuse I cannot get the alternator fuse out, help! View Public Profile. Acidmeld Member. Find More
Posts by Acidmeld. Thanks, I will look into that. Kmvreter Senior Member. Find More Posts by
Kmvreter. Posting Rules. User Name: Password: Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register
Now! Become a Sponsor. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Alternator Brush
Assembly. Alternator Brush Set. Alternator Rectifier Set. Battery Terminal. Camshaft Position
Sensor. Clutch Starter Safety Switch. Coil Boot. Computer Chip Programmer. Computer Control
Relay. Computer Control Relay Connector. Crank Position Sensor. Direct Ignition Coil. Direct
Ignition Coil Boot. Direct Ignition Coil Boot Kit. Direct Ignition Coil and Boot Assembly. EGR
Vacuum Modulator. Electronic Multi Purpose Gauge. Engine Camshaft Position Sensor
Connector. Engine Coolant Temperature Sensor Connector. Engine Crankshaft Position Sensor
Connector. Exhaust Temperature Sensor. Ignition Coil. Ignition Coil Connector Kit. Ignition Coil
Kit. Ignition Coil Set. Ignition Coil and Valve Cover Kit. Ignition Control Unit. Ignition Knock
Detonation Sensor Set. Ignition Wire Boot Set. Knock Sensor. Knock Sensor Harness. RPM
Sensor. Reference Sensor. Spark Plug. Spark Plug Connector. Spark Plug Set. Spark Plug Tube.
Spark Plug Tube Seal Set. Spark Plug Wire Set. Starter Brush Set. Starter Contact Set. Starter
Motor Repair Kit. Starter Solenoid. Throttle Position Sensor Connector. Valve Cover. Vapor
Canister Purge Solenoid. Voltage Regulator. Wiring Harness. Air Intake. Body Electrical.
Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Mechanical. Fuel
Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. BBB Industries. Beck Arnley. Pure Energy. WAI
Global. Shop By Vehicle. Replacement Alternator. Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free
Ground Shipping. Pure Energy Alternator. Pure Energy N Alternator. Core Price [? Bosch
Alternator. Features: Built for extremes! BBB Industries Alternator. Denso Alternator. Denso W
Alternator. Product List Price:. Remanufactured using only OE Components. Subjected to
rigorous safety and performance tests. Tested to OE standards and re-packed with OE-grade
lubricant. Provides exceptional reliability. Shipping Options: Ground Shipping. TYC Alternator.
Remy Alternator. WAI Global Alternator. Image is not vehicle specific. Shipping Options:
Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Beck Arnley Alternator. API Alternator. SKP Alternator. Catalog: E.
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ontrol, Stop Light Switch. Cruise Control, Clutch Switch. Key Finder. PT : Key Finder.
Mudguards, Black, Front, RH. TRD Oil Filter. Mudguards, Black, Front, LH. As a Toyota 4Runner
owner, you know you can depend on your 4Runner for many miles to come. Explore Toyota
Parts Online and shop an authorized dealer for all the spare Toyota 4Runner parts and
accessories you need. Nobody knows your Toyota better than we do, so trust us to pair you
with tires that match your vehicle perfectly. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications,
features, equipment, technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based
upon information available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are
for mainland U. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we
are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U.

